
 

Eye drop Arranging Filling Capping Labeling Production Line 

SiDoLim 600 
Brief Introduction 

This production line consist of automatic bottle unscramble, bottle washing machine, tunnel type sterilization drier, 

eye drop filling machine, vertical labeling machine, can complete bottle sorting, water and gas cleaning, drying and 

ozone disinfection, filling, plugging, capping, labeling, mainly used in eye drops can other small doses of solution, 

also can be used single independently. Meet GMP requirements.  

Its with reasonable structure, higher precision in filling, reaching the advanced level in domestic same business, 

meet with requirement of GMP standard completely. 

Advantage 

Automatic bottle unscramble is a newly designed machine, it can arrange disorderly and unsystematic bottle and 

send them to orbit. 

Bottle washing machine has unique structure, which adopting polygonal roller, two times water one time air and 

three times water two time air or more is optional. Scientific washing process, high cleanliness, low water 

consumption, simple operation and easy maintenance. 

Tunnel Type sterilization drier’s heating part and ozone generator are controlled automatically. Complete 100-Class 

laminar flow [include air inlet and cooling segment] to ensure clean workspace. 

Eye drops filling capping machine is a third generation product, human-machine interface operation, filling by 

peristaltic pump, replace air cylinder with vacuum drived manipulator for plugging, acquired higher stability and 

percent of pass. Constant torque capping screwing. No bottle no filling, no plug no capping and automatically stop 

if cap and plug is under-supply. 

Specification 

Filling volume: 2-30ml 

Productivity: 40-60 bottle/min or 70-120 bottle/min 

Water pressure: 0.3Mpa 

Total water consumption: 0.5m3/h 

Clean air pressure: 0.6-0.8Mpa 

Clean air consumption: 300L/min 

Power supply: 380VAC/50Hz/5.5kw 

Dimension: 11000*1500*1900mm 
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All products can be customized according to the customers’ requirement and real bottle sample and liquid, and all 

products should be subjected to any change without notification. Please don’t hesitate to contact us if have any 

questions. 


